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• Scotland – a devolved nation within the UK

• ‘Energy policy’ reserved to Westminster

• A range of other responsibilities and relevant policy tools are devolved

• New generation capacity – Westminster

• Planning consents – Scotland

• No new nuclear generation

• Even if IndyRef#1 (September 2014) had said ‘yes’ – Scottish Government 

declared aim to remain within GB electricity system

Setting the scene



• Scotland has been a net exporter of electricity to the rest of the UK

• 2015 – closure of Longannet (last coal-fired power station)

• Two remaining nuclear generation sites nearing the end of their lives

• Focus now on renewable capacity

• Continued importance of trade via National Grid – both directions

A wise decision



• http://www.etp-scotland.ac.uk/Portals/57/document%20library/Events/ETP%20Conference/Chris_Stark_ETP_presentation-22Oct2015.pdf

Summed up by Chris Stark (Head of Energy Division, Scot. Govt) 



• http://www.etp-scotland.ac.uk/Portals/57/document%20library/Events/ETP%20Conference/Chris_Stark_ETP_presentation-22Oct2015.pdf

What did this amount to?



• http://www.etp-scotland.ac.uk/Portals/57/document%20library/Events/ETP%20Conference/Chris_Stark_ETP_presentation-22Oct2015.pdf

But where we are heading….



• Of course - heat and transport

• Energy efficiency – identified as a ‘national infrastructure priority’ in Scotland

• But it is not just about elements of energy supply and dmeand

• Questions our UKERC project will address: 

• What is the ‘energy policymaking system’ and how does it affect the energy 

system?

• Who is responsible for action to reduce energy demand? (and what powers do they 

have at their disposal?)

• Does Brexit affect UK and devolved policy on energy supply? (particular interest in 

nuclear and fracking)

It’s not just about electricity 



• How will Brexit impact? 

• At the very least, an outcome of no change is not possible – at the very least there 

will be change in governance structures

• Key issue? Potential divergence of interests between Scot and UK Govts?

• Set the conversation in the context of wider required long term change

• Can we take Brexit as a major change that gives rise to opportunity? One of several 

new drivers for developing the long term vision and strategy required to meet our 

energy and climate ambitions

• But some real challenges ahead – can we actually deliver on our ambitions in a way 

that is both socially and economically sustainable?

Adding that a slice of Brexit…..in an optimistic way



• The general motivation for Brexit?

• Does it apply in the case of energy policy, the energy mix and the ‘energy 

economy’?

• The UK has been a key proponent and driver of a single European energy market 

• Remote Islands renewables supply and trade via North Sea grid a particular 

concern for Scotland?

• What can be done to protect these (and other) priorities? 

• What will be the impact of the process and outcomes of the ‘Great Repeal Bill’ 

(Westminster)?

Taking back control?



• Investor confidence and impacts on the energy (and wider) economy?

• Increased significance of UK government as a constraint? Set against (other)

international constraints on UK government?

• Impact of getting through Brexit more generally on speed and nature of 

policy-making processes in specific areas?

• Perhaps we need to start thinking about how we should respond sooner 

rather than later

So how may Brexit impact?



• Our Scottish energy strategy consultation, and climate policy, are now both 

set in the context of Brexit the ongoing process of constitutional reform within 

the UK

• Does this provide an opportunity to take stock and think about how a low 

carbon and truly sustainable economy can actually be delivered?

• And to really take the realistic and genuine long term view that we must

adopt

We now have several key drivers for development of our 

current and future energy (and climate) strategy



• Currently, energy and climate issues concern at least two committees: 

Economy, Jobs and Fair Work Committee; Environment, Climate Change 

and Land Reform Committee

• Is this sufficient in the context of Brexit?

• Coupled with the scale of the challenge around developing our Scottish 

Energy Strategy and meeting our Climate Change Plan?

A new Scottish Parliament committee as a starting point?



• The Scottish Energy Strategy is very ambitious – as it needs to be to meet 

commitments in the Climate Change Plan

• But there are a number of issues and challenges!

• Are the ambitions technically achievable? E.g. 50% of all our energy needs from 

renewables by 2030?

• Crucially, are Scottish businesses and Scottish people (a) on board, (b) able to 

participate as required?

• A potential raft of ‘governance traps’ and conflicting needs and ambitions – more 

potential for incentive-based policy at UK level?

• Policy brief and paper from previous ESRC project ‘The Climate Crunch’ -

https://pure.strath.ac.uk/portal/en/projects/the-climate-crunch(71b751f9-4537-4094-b4b1-

5cf86b6b51b4).html

The challenge ahead…



• The draft Scottish Energy Strategy called for us all to consult on and participate in 

the process of meeting the stated ambitions in a way that is both socially and 

economically sustainable

• What are the priorities of the poorest among us? Concern is not limited to fuel 

poverty

• Did the fuel poor really engage? Did the public more generally? 

• Scotland has been an ‘energy economy’ for some time, particularly since the 

discovery of North Sea oil in the 1970s 

• Can a ‘low carbon energy economy’ really replace our current energy economy in a 

way that is both socially and economically sustainable?

• Is there more sensitivity to this question at UK level?

Conflicting needs and ambitions?



• No nuclear and no fracking?

• We are prepared to import gas (fracked and otherwise) and electricity generated in 

nuclear power plants elsewhere

• Gives rise to issues around sacrificing Scottish jobs and shifting responsibility for 

environmental impacts?

• We are prepared to consider CCS – expands the choice set and could give rise to 

new economic opportunities, including ones for existing energy industry players

• But, again, is there a crucial difference in how energy policy questions are set within 

the context of industrial strategy at UK level?

Is the current ‘choice set’ too limited in Scotland? 



• What, as a Scottish society, do we really want here?

• How might that differ from the UK case (and/or other devolved nations)?

• What can different options offer the people of Scotland?

• In first half of 2017, the Scottish Government engaged in an extensive 

consultation exercise linked to the draft Scottish Energy Strategy (intended to 

enable Scottish Climate Change Plan) 

• Do we know the answers yet?

The real (ideal?) question? 



Please read our Centre for Energy Policy blog and policy briefs at: 
https://www.strath.ac.uk/research/internationalpublicpolicyinstitute/ourblog/energy/

https://www.strath.ac.uk/research/internationalpublicpolicyinstitute/ourpolicypapers/energyarchive/

Contact me at 

karen.turner@strath.ac.uk (web-page) https://www.strath.ac.uk/staff/turnerkarenprof/)

Our UKERC project will start in September as part of UKERC theme on ‘Energy Systems 

at Multiple Scales’, reporting via http://www.ukerc.ac.uk/programmes/energy-systems-at-

multiple-scales.html

Thank you for your attention
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